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Sometimes something said in early history has the danger of becoming Dogma
especially when it gets written into books and training - no different than why the DNA
dogma or even the chemical control system dogma has become such a dominant
paradigm that Bioenergetics destroys and goes beyond.
The key thing to note here is that knowledge is not fixed and is very fallible to human
interpretation which subtly and insidiously creeps up to create rules, beliefs, facts
and........Dogma. Even NES is not immune to this.
To take this a step further, not even the rules of physics are fixed, nor the speed of light and
certainly not our consensual reality.
When it comes to mixing Infoceuticals…once upon a time, Harry & Peter started NES in a soonto-be demolished house (cheap rent when you are a pair of renegades with no money putting
everything you can into creating a new field of medicine), and people started asking us – “what
is the protocol for this?” and “what is the protocol for that?” Peter being very accommodating
said, “Well, you mix Heart Driver with EI 6 if you want Joy, and you mix x y z for that, etc..
This of course got rather out of hand as everyone was asking for the mix for this and for
that........and we had a SYSTEM (the scan!) that worked out the perfect mix of Infoceuticals
already.
So, we stopped providing mixes/protocols for this and that as it went against the wisdom of the
scan which is by far the most accurate way of knowing the right combination. But along the
way, the rule or DOGMA got created that said, “You can't mix Infoceuticals!” These things can
creep up rather easily; it ended up in too strong a form in our book “Decoding the Human BodyField” and subsequently in the training without the true context of the science and logic that are
behind it.
So, what is the actual context? ProVision is a matching system that is able to work out the
perfect combination of information to direct the energy of your Body-Field that will un-layer in the
correct order any distortions that are blocking communication to your cells. Correct the BodyField and cellular communication, healing starts to occur.
The context that has got very distorted over the years is that you should use the scan to work
out the combination and not, as a general rule, make up protocols yourself. Making up protocols
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takes a high-level understanding of how energy works in the body and knowing what effect
you'll have; and it’s unlikely to be the optimal root back to increased health and energy for life.
This said, if you feel you have the experience and understanding of Chinese Medicine and NES
theory to go off-label because you're trying to tackle some particular system or have a particular
effect -- that's ok, just know that in our humble opinion our algorithm and matching system has
the logic built in and will most likely be a better answer.
Peter and I always mixed our Infoceuticals. I still do. The Infoceuticals themselves are
mixes...especially the Energetic Stars which came out of people asking, “What are the Driver
and Integrator combinations for x y z?” In reality, taking a mix of Drivers and Integrators that
come up in the scan is your own custom Energetic Star - which is what Peter and I took
ourselves on a daily basis.
The sequence of mixing also is not essential. The Information signal is still in the water that you
drink and still gets to the cells that need them. Cell membranes have protein receptors on them
which acts like tuning forks through a process called resonance. Imagine playing C sharp before
E sharp or E sharp before C sharp- you end up with a chord regardless and if you have another
2 tuning forks tuned to C and E sharp, they will both resonant regardless of the order you played
them.
The embryonic layering of the Body-Field and the Drivers is absolutely true and it increases the
accuracy of the scan if we ask the body in that order. We can only give 4-6 Infoceuticals at a
time (too many dilutes the energy available to heal a particular function), so we give preference
to the Infoceuticals earlier in the scan as having more importance in the sequence of healing.
This got interpreted as: Infoceuticals Have To Always Be Mixed In Order.
The truth is that while there is a slight beneficial effect to mixing in order, the
preponderance of the effect is simply from the information contained in the
mix which will resonant with the right cells that need that message.
So, to summarize, if you're following the scan, feel free to mix Infoceuticals and don't get too
caught up on the DOGMA that was in our training. Mid-August, 2017, we're putting up new
training which will be much simpler to follow. We are replacing Quantum Health Training with
Big Fields, Drivers, Integrators and Mind-Body with all of it being in our new cloud system. We
will also be bringing you a new terrains video we’ve recorded which we will share here on
Facebook in the private NES Practitioners Group.
Our miHealth training video to also make the unit much easier to understand will take a bit
longer to produce. My single biggest recommendation for using the miHealth is this: Use the 4
ER's that come up in the scan along with using Chronic and Acute Balance directly on the area
to treat for pain/tightness etc. Don't worry about all the options in all the folders. 80% can be
done with ER's and Chronic/Acute Balance.
We all love lots of options, but as I mentioned Nature gives preference to the very few.
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